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SUMMARY 
This report summarizes the lift and drag characteristics of a series 
of five low-aspect-ratio triangular -wing or modified triangular-wing 
airplane models. The series consists of three triangular wings of aspect 
ratios 2, 3, and 4, and two modified triangular wings of aspect ratio 2 
having taper ratios of 0 . 20 and 0.33. Each of the wings was tested in 
combination with a high- fineness - ratio fuselage, a triangular vertical 
tail, and an unswept, all -movable horizontal tail. The Reynolds number 
of the tests varied from approximately 11 million for the aspect ratio 4 
triangular wing to 15 million for the aspect ratiO 2 triangular wing. 
The dynamic pressure of the tests was approximately 25 pounds per square 
foot and the Mach number was 0 . 13 . 
The experimental lift and dcag characteristics of the five models 
are compared with existing theory . The relative merits of the models 
with respect to wing loading attainable for a given set of landing con-
ditions are investigated. 
The results of a comparison of the lift and drag characteristics 
of the five models indicate the following: 
1. The effects of aspect ratio and taper ratio on the lift-curve 
slope at zero lift were as predicted by theory, and theory can be used 
to predict the lift - curve slope at zero lift for the subject wings and 
the increments of lift due to flap deflection at zero angle of attack 
for the aspect ratio 3 and 4 wings . For ~he aspect ratio 2 wings, the 
experimental increments of lift due to flap deflection were about 20 per-
cent higher than the computed increments . 
2. The experimental variation of drag due to lift for the wings 
with undeflected flaps and the varia tions given by inviscid potential-
flow theory were in good agreement only up to lift coefficients of about 
0.2. At the higher lift coefficients, experiment and separated- flow 
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theory are in closer agreement. Deflecting the flaps resulted in large 
decreases in drag at these higher lift coefficients which are of interest 
for low-speed flight. 
A comparison of the five models on the basis of wing loadings indi-
cates that the choice of a plan form that could carry the highest wing 
loading for any given landing speed would depend on the maximum permis-
sible ground attitude. Another factor that influences this comparison 
is the fact that the ground effect for the triangular wings increases 
significantly with decreasing aspect ratio. 
INTRODUCTION 
The low-speed aerodynamic characteristics at high Reynolds number 
of a systematic series of airplane models having wings of triangular and 
modified triangular plan forms have been reported in detail in references 
1 to 6. Three triangular-wing models employing wings of aspect ratios 
2, 3, and 4 were investigated to determine the effect of aspect ratio. 
The triangular wing of aspect ratio 2 together with two modified tri-
angular wings having aspect ratios of 2 and taper ratios of 0.20 and 0.33 
were used to determine the effect of taper ratio at a constant aspect 
ratio. Each of these wings was tested in combination with a high-
fineness-ratio fuselage, a triangular vertical tail, and an unswept all -
movable horizontal tail. 
The results of tests of each of the five models were generally 
reported separately and without analysis of the results in order to 
expedite their publication. There is a need, therefore , for a summari-
zation Of the results, an evaluation of the relative merits of the models 
from the standpoint of their low-speed characteristics, and a determina-
tion of the applicability of theory for the prediction of the character-
istics of similar models. It is the purpose of this report to accomplish 
the foregoing objective with respect to the lift and drag characteristics 
of the models. Some pitching-moment data are included herein, although 
it is not the purpose of this report to summarize and discuss the stabil-
ity of the models. 
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aspect ratiO, 1: 
wing span, ft 
NOTATION 
horizontal-tail span, ft 
wing chord, measured parallel to plane of symmetry, ft 
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a. 
mean aerodynamic chord of wing, measured parallel to plane of b/2 J c2 dy 
o symmetry, --=-----, ft 
J b/2 c dy 
o 
D drag coeffiCient, qS 
L lift coefficient , qS 
pitching-moment coefficient, M 
qSc 
total drag , lb 
height of quarter-chord point of root chord of wing above the 
ground, ft 
horizontal-tail incidence relative to the wing-chord plane, deg 
total lift, lb 
lift-drag ratio 
distance from center - of-gravity location to pivot line of horizon-
tal tail, ft 
total pitching moment about the center of gravity, ft-lb 
free-stream dynamic pressure , lb/sq ft 
wing area, sq ft 
horizontal-tail area, sq ft 
thrust, lb 
horizontal speed, mph 
sinking speed, ft/sec 
airplane weight , lb 
lateral coordinate perpendicular to plane of symmetry, ft 
free-stream angle of attack with reference to the wing-chord plane, 
deg 
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Ug ground angle with reference to the wing- chord plane , deg 
Of f l ap deflection, measured in a plane perpendicular to hinge l ine, 
deg 
taper ratio , tip chord 
root chord 
MODELS 
Drawings of the models are shown in figure 1, and figure 2 shows 
one of the models in the Ames 40- by 80 - foot wind tunnel. The pertinent 
dimensional data are presented in table I and figur e 1. 
The wings having taper ratios of 0.20 and 0.33 were obtained by 
removing portions of the tips of the aspect ratio 3 and 4 t r iangular 
wings, respectively, such that the resulting aspect ratio of each was 2. 
The airfoil sections of all the wings , taken parallel to the model center 
line, were NACA 0005 sections modified by using a straight- line fairing 
from the 67-percent- chord station to the trailing edge. The ordinates 
of the airfoil section are given in table II . A further modification to 
the airfoil section was necessary for the aspect rat io 3 triangul ar wing 
and aspect ratio 2 , taper ratio 0 .20 wing . This additional modification, 
required because of the construction technique used, was located a con-
siderable distance back of the leading edge and, hence , should have 
insignificant effect on the low- speed characteristics . The details of 
the modification can be found in references 5 and 6 . The models were 
all equipped with single - slotted trailing- edge flaps . The flap plan 
forms are shown in figure 1. Further detailed descriptions and dimensions 
of the models are given in references 1 through 6 . 
TEST CONDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO DATA 
The Reynolds numbers of the tests, based on the mean aerodynamic 
chord, are listed in table III for the five models . The dynamic pressure 
of the tests was approximately 25 lb/sq ft and the Mach number was 0 .13. 
The data were corrected for wind- tunnel.-wall effects and support-
strut interference . 
RESULTS 
The basic lift and drag characteristics of the five models, with and 
without the horizontal tails, are summarized herein. Although it is 
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beyond the scope of this report to analyze and discuss longitudinal 
stability, a limited amount of pitching-moment data for the five models 
is presented because of the influence of these data on trim lift and drag 
characteristics. The pitching-moment data £or the models without the 
horizontal tails are referred to the quarter-chord point of the mean 
aerodynamic chord. In order to facilitate the discussion, the pitching-
moment data for the complete models are referred to center-of-gravity 
locations for which a value of (dCm/dCL) of -0.06 was obtained 
. CL = 0 
for each model when the trailing-edge flaps and the horizontal tail were 
undeflected. The center-of-gravity locations for the five complete models 
are listed in table IV. 
Although all the models were tested with the horizontal tails located 
in various vertical positions, the data for the models with the horizontal 
tails included herein are limited to the case of the horizontal tail in 
the extended Wing- chord plane . This position of the horizontal tail has 
been shown to give the best longitudinal stability at low speeds for all 
the models. For further information see r eferences 1, 3, 5, and 6. 
The basic lift, drag, and pitching-moment characteristics of the 
three triangular-wing model s and three aspect ratio 2 wing models without 
the horizontal tails are presented in figures 3 and 4, respectively. The 
lift, drag, and pitching-moment characteristics of the complete 
triangular-wing models and the aspect ratio 2 wing models are presented 
in figures 5 and 6, respectively . These data are presented for the 
models with the horizontal tails set at 00 incidence. 
DISCUSSION 
The discussion is divided into two main parts . The first part is 
concerned with an examination of the experimental data to show the effects 
of the various model configurations on important lift and drag parameters. 
In addition, comparisons of theoretical results with corresponding experi-
mental results are made where possible. In the second part of the dis-
cussion, an evaluation is made of the relative merits of the various 
models with respect to wing loadings and thrust required to maintain a 
given landing speed and sinking speed . 
Examination of Experimental Results and 
Comparison With Theoretical Results 
Lift due to angle of attack. - The effects of aspect ratio and taper 
ratio on the lift-curve slope at zero angle of attack of the triangular 
and aspect ratio 2 wing models are shown in figure 7. In addition to the 
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experimental variations shown for the wing- fuselage models, the theoreti-
cal values of lift-curve slope for the wings alone as given by the theory 
of reference 7 are included. The theoretical wing-alone values were used 
for the comparison since, as shown by the experimental results of refer-
ences 8 and 3, the effect on the lift - curve slope of the addition of a 
fuselage to aspect ratio 2 and 4 triangular wings, respectively, was small . 
It therefore seems reasonable to assume that the effect of the addition 
of the fuselage to the other three wings is also small. 
The correlation of the theoretical values of CL with the experi -a 
mental values indicates that the Wing-alone theory of reference 7 can be 
used to predict the effects of aspect ratio and taper ratiO on the lift-
curve slopes of low-aspect ratio wing-fuselage configurations at low 
angles of attack. 
As will be noted from the basic lift curves (figs. 3 and 4) for the 
various models, the values of lift-curve slope at zero lift coefficient 
are not generally applicable in estimating the lift at angles of attack 
required for landing . A measure of the departure of the lift-~urve slope 
from linearity is shown by figure 8, wherein the ratio of 
cLI [( CL ) X a] is plotted as a function of angle of attack . a CL = 0 
CLmax and a for C
Lmax
' - Maximum lift coefficient is only of 
----~---------------------
minor interest for most of the wings because of the large angles of 
attack involved. Hence, no special effort was made to determine the 
values of CLmax for all models, the only values determined being those 
for the aspect ratio 3 and 4 triangular wings. The values of C Lmax 
and a for CLmax which were determined are shown in figure 9 along 
with values for an aspect ratio 2 wing alone obtained from reference 9. 
The value of C 
Irnax 
to be indicative of C 
Irnax 
for the aspect ratio 2 wing alone is believed 
for the wing-fuselage model; this belief is 
based on the data of fuselage effects which are given in reference 8. 
Small-scale tests on wing-alone models (refs. 10 and 11) indicate that 
the Cr. for triangular wings would be a maximum for the aspect ratio 2 
-max 
wings. For an aspect-ratio range above 4, the rate of change of CLmax 
with aspect ratio would be reduced. 
The effect of taper ratio on the CIrnax of aspect ratio 2 wings is 
indicated by the shape of the lift curves at the highest a's reached 
(see fig. 4(a)). For these wings, CLmax would decrease with increasing 
values of taper ratio. 
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Lift due to flap deflection.- The variation of flap effectiveness 
with aspect ratio of the triangular -wing models, and with taper ratio of 
the aspect ratio 2 models cannot be determined from the experimental data, 
since the flap plan form and ratio of flap area to wing area was not the 
same for all models. It is possible, however, to compare the experimental 
and theoretical increments of lift due to flap deflection of each model 
to determine the applicability of theory. This comparison is provided 
in figure 10 where the increments of lift obtained at 00 angle of attack 
for flap deflections of 4c0 are compared with those computed by the theory 
of reference 12.1 Also included in figure 10 are the experimental and 
computed increments of lift due to flaps obtained for two wing-alone, 
aspect ratio 2 wings. One of these wings had the slotted, constant-
percent-chord flap used on the wing-fuselage model and extended to the 
wing center line . The second wing had a constant-chord, sealed, 
20-percent-wing area, plain flap with the flap deflected only 100 (data 
from ref. 9). 
The theoretical values were determined by the following method: 
Although the simplified lifting-surface theory of reference 12 is for 
wings alone, it was applied to the wing-fuselage combination, in which 
case the assumption was made that only the actual flap area was effective 
(i.e., the flap was not assumed to extend across the fuselage). The two-
dimensional values of the parameter d~/d5 shown in figure 11 were used 
for the calculation. 
The comparisons of the theoretical flap lift increments with the 
measured values show the following results: There is good agreement 
between the theoretical and experimental values for the triangular wings 
of aspect ratios 3 and 4; whereas, for all the wings of aspect ratio 2, 
the experimental values were about 20 percent higher than the theoretical 
values. As noted in reference 12, this discrepancy is probably due to 
the use of values of d~/d5 which were obtained in two-dimensional tests 
and applied to low-aspect-ratio wings which approach the lower limit of 
aspect ratios for which the d~/d5 concept has been judged acceptable. 
The assumption that the flaps did not extend across the fuselage made in 
the calculation of the increments of lift due to flap deflection is shown 
to be a good one by the results shown in figure 10, where the deviation 
of the increment of CL computed for the wing-alone and the wing-fuselage 
model having the constant-percent-chord flap are approximately the same. 
Increments of lift at an angle of attack of 0° do not always give 
a reliable indication of the flap effectiveness at the higher angles of 
attack. This is shown in figure 12 wherein the ratio of the increment 
of lift at each angle of attack to the increment of lift at 00 angle of 
attack is plotted as a function of angle of attack . Up to an angle of 
attack of 160 , the ratios for the aspect ratio 2 wings were equal to or 
lThe assumption was made in the calculation that the increment of lift 
due to flap deflection was linear up to a flap deflection of 40°. The 
results of reference 1 show this to be the case for the aspect ratio 2 
triangular wing. 
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greater than 1, while the ratio for the aspect ratio 3 and 4 wings 
decreased, so that at 160 angle of attack there were losses from the value 
of ~L at a = 00 of approximately 20 percent and 40 percent, respect-
ively. 
Drag due to lift.- The span efficiency factor e is commonly used 
to compare the experimental and theoretical drag due to lift. This 
parameter is of little value for the present wings because the variation 
of CD with CL2 for each of the wings was not linear, as has been the 
case for wings of conventional plan form. It appears that the best method 
of comparison for the present wings is on the basis of the degree of 
agreement between experimental and theoretical variations of CD with 
C~. 
In order to indicate the degree of agreement, experimental and 
theoretical variations for the various models are given in figure 13. 
Two types of theoretical variations are shown. One variation, CDi with 
CL
2 given by the theory of reference 7, i s for the condition of unsepa-
rated or inviscid potential flow. The other variat ion , CL tan a with 
CL
2
, is for a condition of completely separated flow on the wing such 
that the resultant force is normal to the chord plane. Both theoretical 
variations are for the wing alone with undeflected flaps, and the experi-
mental variations shown are for the wing-fuselage model with flaps 
undeflected and deflected 400 • The experimental value of the drag coef-
ficient at CL = 0, CD
o
' for the models with undeflected flaps was assumed 
to be the profile drag through the lift range. 
The degree of agreement between the experimental variation for each 
wing with undeflected flaps and the corresponding two theoretical vari-
ations is dependent upon the lift coefficient. Only at low lift coef-
ficients (less than 0.2) was there good agreement between experiment and 
the inviscid potential theory. At the higher lift coefficients, which 
are of interest for low-speed flight, experiment and the completely 
separated-flow theory are in closer agreement. This is indicated, for 
example, in the following table which gives ratios of experimental CD 
to the CD given by the separated-flow theory, for a lift coefficient 
of 0.9: 
Wing model CD /(CD + CL tan a) exp 0 
A, 4; A, 0 0·91 
A, 3; A, 0 .82 
A, 2; A, 0 .85 
A, 2; A, 0.20 .82 
A, 2· , A, 0·33 ·90 
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Also of importance to note from the variations of CD with the 
square of CL is the large effect of the flaps. At values of CL of 
9 
interest for low-speed flight, large reductions in CD resulted from 
deflecting the flaps. These reductions of drag with the flaps deflected 
resulted from a variation of CD with the square of CL that was close 
to that given by the inviscid potential theory over a wider CL range 
than was the case for flaps undeflected. 
Trim lift and drag characteristics.- The effects of aspect ratio of 
the triangular-wing models, and taper ratio of the aspect ratio 2 wing 
models on trim CL with a 6-percent static margin are shown in figures 
14 and 15, respectively; the aspect-ratio effects, and the taper-ratio 
effects on trim LID are shown in figures 16 and 17, respectively. The 
effects shown are directly those of aspect ratio and taper ratio only for 
the flaps-undeflected case and for the given static margin. With the 
flaps deflected there were also effects of varying the flap plan form 
and varying the ratio-of-flap area to wing area. 
The loss in 6CL at ~ = 0
0 which results from trimming out the 
increments of Cm due to flap deflection is shown in figure lS. For a 
6-percent static margin , the reduction in DeL at ~ = 00 varied from 
approximately 15 percent for the aspect ratio 4 triangular-wing model 
to 24 percent for the aspect ratio 2 triangular-wing model. 
In order to eliminate the effects of differences in flaps, estimates 
have been made of the trim lift and drag characteristics of the models 
with flaps of the same plan form and same ratio-of-flap area to wing area. 
The assumed models had the ratios of dimensions of the components used 
for the triangular-wing models. Full-span, constant-chord, 20-percent-
wing-area flaps were assumed. Increments of CL due to 400 flap deflec-
tion were computed by the use of the theory of reference 12 and corrected 
by factors established from the experimental data (e.g., ratios indicated 
by figs. 10, 12, and IS). 
The drag coefficients were computed in the following manner: The 
experimental increments of CD and CL
2 obtained at a given angle of 
attack for a 400 deflection of the flaps of each model were used to com-
pute the drag due to lift. The near linear curve of DCD versus 6(CL2 ) 
thus obtained was extrapolated to the higher CLls for the assumed flaps. 
An increment of drag coefficient due to landing gears was also included. 
For the type of gear considered this incremental drag coefficient varied 
from 0.026 at ~ = 00 to a value of zero at the maximum angle of attack 
and is based on unpublished data from the Ames 40- by SO-foot wind tunnel. 
The computed lift curves and lift-drag ratios are shown in figures 19 and 
20, respectively . 
The effects of aspect ratio and taper ratio indicated by the esti-
mated characteristics are qualitatively the same as those indicated by 
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the experimental characteristics for the actual flaps used . Since, how-
ever, the areas of the assumed flaps were larger than the areas of the 
tested flaps, there are quantitative differences, as are indicated by 
the following table which shows values of trimmed CL and LID at an 
assumed landing angle of attack of 160 • 
Model 
Experimental for Estimated for 
actual flaps assumed flaps 
CL LID CL LID 
A 4, A= 0 1.20 3·1 1.37 2.7 
A = 3, A = 0 1.21 3·2 1.41 2·9 
A = 2, A = 0 1.04 2·9 1.27 2.4 
A 2, A = 0.20 1.22 3·1 1.38 2·9 
A 2, A = 0.33 1.29 3·1 1.45 2.7 
It is interesting to note that the aspect ratio 2, taper ratio 0.33 
wing had the highest value of CL at the assumed landing angle of trim 
of attack. 
The values of C
Ltrim given for the same angle of attack are not 
necessarily indicative, however, of those for a given ground attitude 
because of ground effects and effects of finite values of sinking speed. 
Therefore, these effects will be considered in the following section of 
the report. 
Evaluation of Landing Performance of the Various Models 
This s ection of the report compares the landing performance of the 
various models in terms of attainable wing loading and the thrust required 
to maintain a given landing speed and sinking speed. 
Relative merits of the models at a given landing speed and sinking 
speed.- A comparison of the models on a basis of attainable wing loadings 
at various ground angles is shmm in figure 21. The wing loadings were 
computed assuming the following conditions: 
1. Sinking speed Vv is zero, thus making the ground angle equal 
to the angle of attack. 
2. Horizontal speed Vh is 120 mph. 
3. Model is equipped with the assumed 20-percent-area flaps 
deflected 40°. 
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4. Sufficient thrust to maintain the specifi ed speeds is provided 
along an axis formed by the intersection of the model plane of symmetry 
and the wing- chord plane . These thrusts are shown in figure 21 as required 
thrust per square foot of wing area versus wing loading. 
5. Static margin at CL = 0 is 6 percent. 
Included in figure 21 are the wing loading and thrust curves for a 
tailless, aspect ratio 2 .31, triangular-wing model. The data for the 
tailless model were obtained from references 1 and 13. 
Up to an angle of attack of 12.50 , the aspect ratiO 4 triangular-
wing model could carry the highest wing loading and would require the 
least amount of thrust for those wing loadings. In the range of angles 
of attack from 12.50 to 180 , the aspect ratio 2, taper ratio 0.33 model 
could carry the highest wing loadings,while it appears that at angles 
of attack higher than 180 , the aspect ratio 3 triangular-wing model would 
be able to carry the highest wing loadings. 
Throughout the angle - of-attack range the aspect ratio 2 triangular-
wing model with the horizontal tail was capable of carrying from 20 to 
30 Ib/sq ft more wing loading than the tailless model. In addition, for 
wing loadings above 30 Ib/sq ft, the model with the horizontal tail 
required less thrust to maintain the specified flight conditions than did 
the tailless model. 
The fact that these comparisons are only for one specified low-speed 
flight condition should be borne in mind. Any advantages of one con-
figuration over another at this specified flight condition may be over-
shadowed by comparisons of the characteristics at high speed. Another 
point is that these comparisons were made for an arbitrarily chosen 
static margin of 6 percent for all models. Changes in static margin 
would alter the comparisons of the relative merits of the models. 
Effect of sinking speed.- One condition, neglected in the foregoing 
calculated results, that could make significant changes in the attainable 
wing loadings is the effect of sinking speed. The major effects of 
increasing the sinking speed, while holding the horizontal speed constant, 
would be reductions in the values of ag and T/S which would be required 
for a given wing loading. For a given sinking speed, the changes in 
a g and T/S for all the models would be approximately the same. As an 
example of the changes in ag and T/S that would result from an increase 
in sinking speed, the variation of attainable wing loadings and required 
thrusts are shown in figure 22 for the aspect ratio 2 triangular-wing 
model for three assumed sinking speeds. It will be noted that for a 
given wing loading, a 10 ft/sec increase in sinking speed results in a 
reduction of ag of approximately 30 and reductions of T/S from 
2 to 3 Ib/sq ft. Since the maximum wing loading a model could carry, 
assuming no flare in the landing procedure, is limited by the maximum 
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lift coefficient of that model, ther e would be no change in maximum wing 
loading due to a change in sinking speed . 
Effect of proximity to the ground .- Another condition that could 
make a significant change in the attainable wing loading is the effect 
of proximity of the model to the ground, or ground effect . The effect 
of proximity to the ground was considered for the three triangular- wing 
models . The theory of reference 14 was used for the calculation of ground 
effect . The theory was substantiated by a limited comparison of experi -
mental (unpublished data ) and calculated ground effects for low-aspect -
ratio swept- wing airplane models . The fol l owing assumptions were made 
for the calculations : 
1 . Height of t he quart er chord of the root chord above the ground 
is 7 feet . 
2 . The downwash at the horizontal tail is zero since the tail is 
in the proximity of the gr ound . 
3 . Flaps a~e deflected 400 and there is no change in flap effective-
ness in the presence of the ground . 
4 . The sinking speed Vv is zero . 
5. Hor izontal speed Vh is 120 mph . 
6. Sufficient thrust is provided to maintain conditions 4 and 5 
above . 
The results of these calculations for the triangular -wing models are 
given in figure 23 and show that the ground effect increases with decreas -
ing aspect ratio . At 160 angle of attack the maximum wing loading of 
the aspect ratio 2 wing was increased from 52 .5 to 58 .8 lb/sq ft) a gain 
of 12 percent. At the same angle of attack) the wing loading of the 
aspect ratio 3 wing was increased from 57 .3 to 59 .7 lb/sq ft, a gain of 
4 percent, while there was a slight loss for the aspect ratiO 4 wing . 
As a result of the greater ground effect for the aspect ratio 2 wing than 
that for the aspect ratio 3 Wing, the aspect ratio 2 triangular wing is 
capable of carrying wing loadings equal to those for the aspect ratio 3 
wing at angles of attack above ISO . It is thus evident that, if a chOice 
of an optimum configuration is to be made on the basis of the maximum 
possible wing loadings that could be carried at landing, the effect of the 
proximity of the ground should be determined for the configurations to 
be compared . 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The results of a comparison of the lift and drag characteristics 
of five airplane models having triangular or modified triangular wings 
indicate the following: 
1. The effects of aspect ratio and taper ratio on the lift-curve 
slope at zero lift are as predicted by theory, that is, increasing lift-
curve slope with increasing aspect ratio for the triangular wings and 
increasing lift-curve slope with increasing taper ratio for the aspect 
ratio 2 wings. 
2. Available theory can be used to predict the increments of lift 
due to flap deflection at zero angles of attack for the aspect ratio 3 
and 4 wings. For the aspect ratio 2 wings, the experimental increments 
of lift due to flap deflection were about 20 percent higher than the com-
puted increments. 
3. For the three triangular wings tested, the maximum lift coef-
ficient decreased with increasing aspect ratio . For the three aspect 
ratio 2 wings, a decrease in maximum lift coefficient with increasing 
taper ratio is indicated. 
4. The experimental variation of drag due to lift for the wings 
with undeflected flaps and the variations given by inviscid potential-
flow theory were in good agreement only up to a lift coefficient of about 
0~2. At higher lift coefficients, experiment and theory for completely 
separated flow are in closer agreement. For the subject wings at a lift 
coefficient of 0.9, the experimental drag coefficient varied from 82 to 
91 percent of the drag coefficient given by separated-flow theory. 
Deflecting the flaps resulted in large reductions in drag through the 
lift-coefficient range of interest for low- speed flight. For this con-
dition the experimental variation of drag with lift appears to be in 
much better agreement with the inviscid potential- flow theory than does 
the variation for the wing with flaps undeflected. 
The results of comparing the five complete airplane models on the 
basis of attainable wing loadings at various angles of attack show the 
following: 
1. The choice of a plan form that could carry the highest wing 
loading for any given landing speed would depend on the maximum permis-
sible ground attitude. Calculation of the wing loadings for a fixed 
horizontal speed of 120 mph and assuming no ground effect show that at 
the lowest angles of attack, the aspect ratio 4 triangular wing could 
carry the highest wing loadings. Through the middle and high range of 
angles of attack, the aspect ratio 2, taper ratio 0.33 and aspect ratiO 
3 triangular wings, respectively, could carry the highest wing loadings. 
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2. The ground effect for the triangular wings increases with decreas-
ing aspect ratio, enabling the aspect ratio 2 triangular wing to e~ual the 
maximum wing-loading capability of the aspect ratio 3 triangular wing at 
the higher angles of attack. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif. 
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TABLE I. - GEOMETRIC DATA OF MODELS 
Wi ngs 
Aspect ratio 4 3 2 2 2 
Taper ratio 0 0 0 .20 
·33 
Area, sq ft 312 · 50 313 . 16 312 · 50 301.20 211.11 
Span, f t 35 · 36 30 . 65 25 ·00 24·52 23 · 51 
c, ft 11. 18 13 . 65 16 . 61 14 .11 12 · 11 
Flap area (total mov- 31 · 43 31 . 43 31 . 44 31. 43 31 . 43 
able ) , sq ft 
Flap chord, ft or 1.96 1.96 0 .2084c 1.96 1.96 
fraction c 
Hor izontal tails 
St/S 0 .246 0 .245 0 .246 0.255 0 .211 
bt/b · 521 .602 . 138 . 152 . 182 
It/c (moment cent er 1.135 1.550 1.161 1·584 1 . 116 
given in table IV) 
Aspect ratio 4. 4 4. 4 4. 4 4. 4 4. 4 
Taper ratio . 46 . 46 . 46 . 46 . 46 
Fusel age 
Length, ft 56 .16 56 . 16 56 .16 56 .16 56 .16 
Maximum diameter , ft 4. 49 4. 49 4. 49 4.49 4. 49 
Fineness ratio 12 · 5 12 · 5 12 · 5 12 · 5 12 · 5 
Vertical tail 
Exposed area, sq ft 52 · 51 52 · 51 52 · 51 52 · 51 "52 . 51 
Aspect ratio 1 1 1 1 1 
Taper ratio 0 0 0 0 0 
L J 
3G NACA RM A53D14 17 
TABLE II. - COORDINATES OF THE MODIFIED NACA 0005 SECTION 
Station, Ordinate, 
% c % c 
0 0 
1.25 .789 
2·50 1.089 
5·00 1.48l 
7·50 1.750 
10.00 1.951 
15·00 2.228 
20.00 2.391 
25·00 2.476 
30.00 2·501 
40.00 2.419 
50.00 2.206 
60.00 1·902 
67.00 1.650 
70.00 1·50'0 
80.00 1.000 
90.00 ·500 
100.00 0 
L.E. radius: 0.275 % c 
18 NACA RM A53D14 
TABLE III . - REYNOLDS NUMBERS FOR THE VARIOUS MODELS 
Aspect ratio Taper r atio Reynol ds number 
4 0 10 . 9><10 6 
3 0 12 . 8xl 0 6 
2 0 14. 6xl0 6 
2 0 . 20 13 . 0X10 6 
2 0 · 33 11 . 4xl 0 6 
TABLE IV . - CENTER-OF - GRAVITY LOCAT IONS F OR THE 
VARIOUS MODELS WITH THE HORIZONTAL TAI LS 
Aspect r atio Taper ratio 
Center -of - gravity l ocati on, 
% c 
4 0 40 . 8 
3 0 43 . 6 
2 0 42 . 6 
2 0 . 20 36 · 9 
2 0 · 33 33 . 8 
• 
NACA RM A53D14 
All dimensions 
shown in feet . 
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Figure 1.- Geometric details of the models. 
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Figure 2 .- The aspect. r atio 4, triangular-wing model a s mounted in the 
Ames 40- by SO- foot wind tunnel . 
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Figure 3.- Longitudinal characteristics of the three triangular-wing models. Horizontal tail 
off; c.g., O.25c. 
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Figure 7. - Variation of lift-curve slope at CL = 0 wi th aspect ratio 
and taper r atio for the triangular and a spect r atio 2 wings . 
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Figure 9.- Variation with aspect ratio of maximum lift coefficient, and 
angle of attack for maximllffi lift coefficient for the triangular-wing 
models. 
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Figure 13.- Comparison of experimental and comput ed drag a s a f unc t ion of lift coef ficient 
squared f or t he wi ng-fuselage mode l s . 
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(b) Aspect ratio 3J triangular wing. 
Figure 13.- Continued. 
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(d) Aspect ratio 2 , taper ratio 0 .20, modified triangular wing. 
Figure 13 .- Continued. 
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(e) Aspect ratio 2, taper ratio 0.33, modified triangular wing. 
Figure 13. - Concluded. 
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Figure 15.- Lift characteristics of t hree trimmed a spect ratio 2 wing 
airplane model s . ( dCm/ dCL) CL = OJ - 0 .06. 
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Figure 19. - Comparison of the computed lift characteristics of five 
trimmed airplane models having 20-percent wing area, full - span, 
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Figure 21 .- Maximum wing loadings and thrusts required for six airpl ane model s at a horizontal 
speed of 120 miles per hour and zero sinking speeds. Gear down j Of ) 400 for models with 
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Figure 22 . - Effect of assumed sinking speeds on the maximum wing loadings and thrust s required 
for the aspect ratio 2, triangular wing model at a hor izontal speed of 120 miles per hour. 
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Figure 23. - Effect of proximity to the ground on the maximum wing loadings and thrust required 
for the three triangular wing models at a horizontal speed of 120 miles per hour and zero 
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